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even some Socialists on one side, Liberals and Bonapartists, odd
allies, on the other. Later it became involved with the question
of how far the Deputy should be the agent of the national
'general will', and how far he should be the agent of local,
particularist interests. The fluctuation in electoral methods
between scrutin de liste and scrutin uninominaL already described3
implied similar questions. Some of the many issues involved in
the Dreyfus affair were the issues between the claims of indi-
vidualism and personal rights and the claims of authoritarian-
ism and 4national security'. Largely as a result of the affaira
Radicalism came to be stated in the extreme and anarchistic
form of the philosophy of{Alain5 5 whilst authoritarianism was
stated in an equally extreme form: the traditionalist etatisme of
the Action fran$aise and the post-war semi-Fascist movements.
Underlying these varied contests of principles, which in one
form or other dominated the whole political life of the Re-
public, lies a permanent, many-sided issue. It merits further
enquiry, since it involves the whole national vision of what con-
stitutes the 'good life', and of what is regarded as the most
desirable kind of national society. It is an issue which was con-
stantly influenced during the Republic by the standing menace
of the Third Reich—the perennial threat to French national
security, which threw France periodically into a state of siege
and emergency conducive to authoritarian control.1
The notion that democratic government should be weak
government, that more government meant less democracy,
was always a heresy to the French Liberal. The very concern
of French Liberals with the doctrine of the Reparation of
powers'—a doctrine derived from Montesquieu's writings but
seldom interpreted as Montesquieu had defined it—implied the
grant of wide powers to the central authority as a whole. It was,
historically, the first answer of French democrats to the charge
that centralized power would inevitably be undemocratic and
even uncontrollable. It was an answer concerned with what
Montesquieu had more accurately called 'the distribution of
powers'—the allocation of authority between complementary
organs of the central government. As such, it found full ex-
1 Gf. Chapter III, pp. 76-78, and Chapter V, pp.  179-184.

